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BCAssistAPP 

An app developed by BCA students of Surana College is a handheld assistant to every computer 

science student!! 

 

Learning is a continuous process and the focus has now completely shifted to eLearning. Due to the 

availability of cost-friendly smart phones and with the various feature-oriented applications, students can learn 

at their pace and take their time at understanding things, as everything is just a click away. 

In these changing times, students are more driven towards using a smart phone for every 

purpose. The world is at the fingertips and a student can get access to any information from 

anywhere. This reduces the chance of visiting a library and searching for the data. A mobile phone 

hence can be used for a number of such purposes. What makes the information easily available is 

mobile applications? Every mobile app has a unique feature which offers its own set of services. 

BCAssist is one such educational app that is a one-stop solution for all Computer Science 

students. In this era where we are surrounded by technology all around us, it’s high time the student 

life gets a touch of technology.BCAssist app enables a student to catch up with everything happening 

in the IT world right from study material, interview tips to University Notifications. 

BCAssist is developed by BCA studentsMahendra T, Syed Afshaan and AnoopKiran R under 

the guidance of Vidya A, Asst. Professor, Dept. of Comp Sc.  

FEATURES OF BCASSIST 

 Discover new technical articles  

 Easy access to Question Papers, Chapter wise materials and Coding Challenges offline, 

anywhere anytime 
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 Free Coding Challenges that let you Improve Coding Skills better 

 Insightful tips and strategies to faceaptitude, group discussion and technical Interview with 

more confidence 

BCAssist TABS 

The app is developed with 6 different tabs for enhancing IT knowledge of every student who wants to 

hone their technical knowledge! 

 

FEATURED REVIEW’S ON PLAY STORE 

 “Dude am literally trying this review on the day of esoteric valedictory 3:05 pm April 26 The 

interface is good” – Ullas 

 ARTICLES: This section has articles on latest 

technologies. Articles are collected from 

various sources and posted here! 

 STUDY MATERIALS: Easy access to question 

papers, chapter-wise study materials on 

regular CS subjects such as Operating 

systems, Software Engineering etc., 

 TIPS: Tips and strategies for facing exams, 

Interview, GD, aptitude etc., 

 ANNOUNCEMENTS: Students can now 

receive official notices and circulars through 

the App. 

 CODEINIT: Free Coding Challenges that lets 

students’ improve their Coding Skills. This 

section has coding puzzles such as 

debugging, programming exercises etc. 

 APTITUDE: This section is frequently 

updated with aptitude tests on various 

topics such as English, Reasoning, Technical 

topics such as operating systems, DBMS, etc, 
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 “Very useful app for student, i recommend every student to download and use this app. Thank 

you admins to develop such a useful app. 👌” - A Google user 

 “Helpful for students ...always surana students are one step ahead...” - preethigovindraj 

 “Best app for students.thanks you developer.” – A Google user 

 

DOWNLOAD ON PLAY STORE 

 

 


